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ABSTRACT

We present an analysis of magneto-thermal transport data in IrMn/FeCo bilayers based on the Mott relation and report an enhancement of the
Nernst response in the vicinity of the blocking temperature. We measure all four transport coefficients of the longitudinal resistivity, anomalous
Hall resistivity, Seebeck effect, and anomalous Nernst effect, and we show a deviation arising around the blocking temperature between the
measured Nernst coefficient and the one calculated using the Mott rule. We attribute this discrepancy to spin fluctuations at the antiferromag-
net/ferromagnet interface near the blocking temperature. The latter is estimated by magnetometry and magneto-transport measurements.

VC 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0113485

Exchange coupling between ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferro-
magnetic (AFM) layers leads to a shift in the hysteresis loop of a ferro-
magnet and/or its broadening. This unidirectional pinning of the FM
layer is important for technological applications and, consequently, it
is exploited in spintronic devices, such that spin valves,1–3 magnetic
tunnel junctions,4–12 and domain wall nano wires.13 Various models
of exchange bias have been discussed,14–16 and the ways of detecting
and manipulating the exchange coupling effect are actively studied on
the fundamental research level.17–23

Widely used AFMmaterial systems for exchange bias are bilayers
of IrMn/FeCo, because they exhibit a robust shift of the hysteresis loop
and a reversible unidirectional pinning of the FM by cooling in the
magnetic field with opposite polarities. Moreover, the blocking tem-
perature (TB) is the temperature below which the FM and AFM layers
are coupled, and the N�eel temperature can be tuned by the thickness
of IrMn to be below room temperature.24–26

The exchange coupling has experimentally been measured by
magnetometry,27,28 Kerr effect,17,29,30 magnetization-induced second

harmonic generation,31 or magneto-transport.32,33 From the applica-
tion perspective, the transport detection is the most desirable. With
the renewed interest in the anomalous Nernst effect,34 the detection of
the exchange bias via magneto-thermal transport effects is also studied.
It was shown that the exchange coupling can be also detected ther-
mally35 and the recently recorded thermopower was experimentally
and theoretically reported in exchange bias stacks.24,36 A systematic
study of one set of exchange bias stacks by magnetometry, magneto-
transport, and magneto-thermal transport is, however, missing.
Similarly, the Mott relation which links the electrical (resistance and
Hall effects) and thermoelectric transport coefficients (Seebeck and
Nernst effects) was not studied. The validity of Mott formula has been
explored in a variety of materials, such as spinels,37 diluted magnetic
semiconductors,38 topological materials,39–41 semicrystalline poly-
mers,42 and van der Waals systems.43

Here, we report a series of exchange coupled samples Ta/
IrMn(t)/FeCo, where the thickness t of the antiferromagnet was varied
between 1 and 3nm. The samples are systematically studied in the
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temperature range of 10–300K by magnetometry and magnetotran-
sport and a robust exchange bias can be observed. The blocking tem-
perature is estimated by both methods. The sample with a thicker
IrMn layer is also studied by magneto-thermal transport. Although
the measured anomalous Nernst and magneto Seebeck data do not
directly show signatures of exchange bias, our analysis based on the
four magneto-thermal transport coefficients reveals deviation from the
Mott relation in the vicinity of the blocking temperature probably aris-
ing from the spin fluctuation on the FM and AFM interface.44

We grow Ta(5)/IrMn(1–3)/FeCo(3) multilayers with in-plane
magnetic anisotopy on magnesia substrates by DC magnetron sputter-
ing at room temperature (numbers indicate the thickness in nm).
While a Ta buffer layer is conventionally used as a seed layer to
increase the exchange coupling26,45 and to introduce an atomically
smooth interface,46 it increases the conductivity and, therefore, slightly
changes the distribution of the current density in the multilayer. For
all samples, an MgO capping layer of 3 nm is used to prevent oxida-
tion. The base and Ar sputtering pressures of the deposition chamber
are 2� 10�9 and 3� 10�3 mbar, respectively. The full series, illus-
trated in Fig. 1(a), is aimed to study the temperature and thickness
dependence of the exchange–coupling effect and the magnetic coerciv-
ity. The multilayers are cooled down in a magnetic field of 7 T between
300 and 10K. The magnetization curves are recorded at different tem-
peratures (within the 10–300K range) with an in-plane field sweep in
a superconducting quantum interference device. The measurements
are repeated after a field cooling (FC) with opposite field polarity.

In Fig. 1(b), we plot representative magnetization curves taken at
100K in Ta/IrMn(3)/FeCo/MgO. Both sets of data show open hystere-
sis loops, indicative of strong in-plane anisotropy. The magnetization
loops are symmetrically shifted due to the unidirectional exchange

anisotropy (exchange bias), which results from the exchange coupling
at the FM/AFM interface below TB. As depicted in the inset of Fig.
1(b), the exchange-bias field (Hex) has the same amplitude after the
two different coolings and decreases with temperature until it vanishes
at approximately TB. Qualitatively, the same temperature dependence
of Hex is observed in the other multilayers [Fig. 1(c)], with a reduced
TB in multilayers with thinner IrMn layer, in the agreement with the
previous studies.24,47,48 Similarly, the coercive field shows a strong
temperature dependence [Fig. 1(d)]; however, the critical temperatures
at which the exchange broadening and exchange shift vanish do not
coincide and three different areas can be distinguished in structures
with reduced TB. At low temperature, the rigid AFM pins the FM,
whose moments are oriented by the external field H, resulting in large
exchange-bias effect and coercivity. When the temperature crosses TB
from below, no exchange-bias is observed. However, the AFM with
weak anisotropy is still coupled with the FM and the two layers follow
the external magnetic field Hext together,

49 leading to a finite magnetic
broadening. Well above TB, there should be no interaction between
the AFM and FM, which means no exchange broadening and
exchange shift. The last area is not observed in the applicable tempera-
ture range when tIrMn � 2 nm, due to high TB.

The unidirectional exchange anisotropy can be also investigated
by magneto-transport measurements.50 To this end and to quantify
the four transport coefficients of the longitudinal resistivity, anoma-
lous Hall resistivity, magneto Seebeck coefficient, and anomalous
Nernst coefficient in Ta(5)/IrMn(3)/FeCo(3), we use the device shown
in Fig. 2(a), also indicating our coordinate system. The as-grown films
are patterned into Hall bars by standard optical lithography. The heat-
ers and thermometers are defined by optical lithography and a lift-off
process with 90nm of sputtered Pt. The temperature dependence of

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of multi-
layer heterostructures. (b) Magnetization
curves at 100 K and exchange-bias field
vs temperature (inset) of Ta/MnIr(3)/FeCo/
MgO after a field cooling with 67 T. (c)
Exchange-bias field vs temperature. (d)
Coercive field vs temperature in all
multilayers.
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the electrical resistivity measured using a four point geometry [Fig.
2(b)], estimated by considering only the conduction through Ta, IrMn,
and FeCo and neglecting the contribution from the capping layer, dis-
plays a minimum between 50 and 100K, which can be explained in
terms of electron-magnetic impurities scattering effects and/or electron
localization.51–53 The data are fitted using two models: the first gives a
logarithmic temperature dependence of the resistivity q / �A logT
þBTn, while the second mechanism gives q / C=

ffiffiffiffi
T
p
þ DTm. As

shown in Fig. 2(b), the experimental data are well reproduced for both
models, making impossible, based only on the electrical characterization,
to identify the physical phenomenon responsible of the upturn in the
temperature dependence of the resistivity in our sample. The room-
temperature resistivity is enhanced of more than one order of magni-
tude compared to the bulk resistivity of tantalum (qTa ¼ 13:1 lXcm)
or iron (qFe ¼ 9:7lXcm) due to the increase in surface scattering in a
thin multilayer.

The exchange bias is estimated by measuring the planar Hall
resistivity with a field sweep after two field coolings at 65T, respec-
tively. The planar transversal resistivity can be calculated as
qxyðHÞ ¼ ½qk � q?� sin 2uðHÞ, where qk (q?) is the resistivity for
current oriented parallel (perpendicular) to the magnetization and u is
the angle between the current and magnetization axes. Figure 2(c)
depicts the representative transversal resistivity taken at 10 and 20K
when the magnetic field is applied in-plane at an azimuthal angle of
45� with respect to the current line, during both cooling and measure-
ments. At high field, qxy reaches a maximum due to the fully saturated
magnetization along the field direction and qk > q?. As the amplitude
of the field is decreased, the magnetization is no longer rigidly aligned

at 45� (or�135� when the field is reversed) from the current direction,
with a consequent drop of qxy. The presence of two peaks is explained
by the application of the external field along the easy axis. The
exchange bias is quantified considering the shift of the symmetry axis
of qxy from the y axis and is compared in Fig. 2(d) with the shift of the
magnetization curve of Fig. 1(b). The two curves scale similarly with
temperature; however, the exchange shift and the blocking tempera-
ture recorded by magnetotransport measurements are slightly different
from the ones measured with magnetometry techniques. This discrep-
ancy might be associated with the different thickness of the layers
(thinner layers) in the Hall bar device compared with the stack of con-
tinuous films, and due to the different experimental conditions, e.g.,
an electrical current is flowing through the sample used for magneto-
transport studies. Moreover, qxy and M(H) have a different behavior
because the Hall effect is very sensitive to the FeCo/IrMn interface, but
the magnetization loops probe the whole stack, hence the full volume
of FeCo, but not the conductive antiferromagnetic IrMn.

The coefficients of the anomalous Hall and the longitudinal resis-
tivity are quantified by injecting a dc current with a density of
j ’ 1� 105 A=cm2 along the x axis with both polarities, and the anti-
symmetric component of the voltage is simultaneously measured along
the y and x axes, during a field sweep along the z axis. Figure 3(a)
reports several qxy curves taken at different temperatures. A strong
anomalous contribution to the Hall signal is visible around zero mag-
netic field, whereas the ordinary Hall effect appears as a linear slope of
qxy at higher fields. The hysteresis particularly visible at lower tempera-
tures is due to a small magnet misalignment in our cryostat that results
in a finite in-plane field component during an out-of-plane sweep.

FIG. 2. (a) Optical image of the device
and coordinate system. (b) Electrical
resistivity vs temperature (gray markers).
The blue and red fitting curves were cal-
culated using the weak localization and
electron-magnetic impurity scattering
effects models, respectively. (c)
Transversal resistivity vs in-plane field
applied at 45� from the current line at 10
(top panel) and 20 K (bottom panel). (d)
Comparison of exchange bias estimated
by magnetometry techniques and electri-
cal transport measurements.
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The anomalous Hall effect (qAHE) is quantified from the curves of
[Fig. 3(a)] as half of the amplitude of qxy after subtracting the linear
ordinary Hall background. We also quantify qAHE by sweeping the
temperature from 300 to 5 K in a static field of 65T and considering
again half of the voltage difference without the ordinary contribu-
tion. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3(a), qAHE slightly varies with tem-
perature. This feature can be explained by reminding that in poorly
conducting regime (qxx > 100lXcm), the intrinsic contribution of
the AHE is damped and only the skew scattering mechanism is pre-
sent.54,55 The latter is related to the amplitude of the total magnetiza-
tion,54 which is expected to slightly decrease in our sample in the
studied temperature range.

The longitudinal resistivity is depicted in Fig. 3(b). As usual in
magnetic multilayers, the system shows a positive magnetoresistance
effect at low field, due to a helical path induced by the Lorentz force,
which in turn results in a reduction in the mean free path. At high field
(l0Hz > 1T), the magnetization is fully saturated along the field
direction and the longitudinal resistivity remains constant. The hyster-
etic behavior observable around zero field is also due to the magnetic
field misalignment.

To study the thermomagnetic response of the magnetic multi-
layer, we generate a temperature gradient (rT) along x direction by
driving a constant current through the on chip heater lines [see Fig.
2(a)]. The temperature gradient is assumed spatially uniform and esti-
mated as rT ¼ ðT1 � T2Þ=l, where T1 and T2 denote the tempera-
tures on the cold and hot sides of the sample, monitored by the on-
chip thermometers, and l¼ 620 lm quantifies the distance between
the two thermometers. The resistance of each thermometer as a func-
tion of the base temperature is shown in Fig. 4(a), along with the two
thermometers’ resistances measured at some specific temperatures
while a current of 30mA is injected through the heating line. The cali-
bration curves (black and gray lines) are used to map the thermometer
resistance onto corresponding temperature when one side of the
device is heated up, to quantify the thermal gradient. In the inset of
Fig. 4(a), we report rT at different temperatures for ih¼ 30mA. The
temperature profile of the sample is also simulated with finite element
methods at base temperatures of 100 and 300K and ih ¼ 30mA. We
find that rT is highly dependent on the base temperature, as experi-
mentally demonstrated, and decreases by a factor of 2–3 between the
hot and cold regions of the Hall bar, regardless of the base tempera-
ture. By means of this simulation, we notice that the presence of inter-
mediate structures between the heaters lines has no effect on the

temperature profile. The simulated rT also strongly depends on the
electrical conductivity of the heater, and we obtain a thermal gradient
in quantitative agreement with the experimental estimate for heater
conductivity which is one half of that of bulk Pt. This means that the
nominal values and the real values of the thermal gradient and, hence,
the absolute values of the thermal transport coefficients that depend
on it, could differ by a factor of 2–3. Nevertheless, this difference
applies equally to all base temperatures and has no impact on our
study, based on relative changes of the thermal coefficients over tem-
perature. To estimate the magneto Seebeck and Nernst effects, we
sweep the magnetic field along the z axis, and measure the voltage
drop along the x and y axes, while a dc current is injected through the
heater line. The Seebeck (Nernst) coefficient is the diagonal (off diago-
nal) tensor element and can be approximated to an even (odd) func-
tion of the magnetic field. We take advantage of this property to
symmetrize the longitudinal voltage (Vxx) and antisymmetrize the
transversal voltage (Vxy) with respect to the magnetic field to decouple
magneto Seebeck and Nernst effects, which are otherwise weakly
mixed due to the geometry of the thermal gradient, which is not
exactly parallel to x. In Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), we show representative
symmetrized longitudinal and antisymmetrized transversal voltages
measured for different heating current amplitudes (ih ¼ 17–30mA) at
300K. For our analysis, we consider the voltages measured using the
same pairs of contacts at different temperatures, since rT is not
completely constant over the Hall bar region. At each temperature, we
plot Vxx at 5 T and the amplitude of the anomalous Nernst effect VANE

vs the thermal gradient associated with the heating current amplitude,
and we perform a linear fit to extract the magnetothermal coefficients,
as shown in Fig. 4(d) for T ¼ 300K. The magneto Seebeck coefficient
(Sxx) is evaluated by normalizing the slope of the fitting line by the
length over which Vxx is detected, whereas the anomalous Nernst coef-
ficient (SANE) is determined dividing the slope of the corresponding fit-
ting line by the contact y-spacing. As depicted in Fig. 4(e), Sxx
increases monotonously from 1.4lV K�1 to Sxx¼ 6.5lV K�1 when
the temperature is raised from 120 to 300K. Conversely, SANE shows a
clear peak around 150K [Fig. 4(f)], which is the critical temperature at
which the exchange coupling between FM and AFM layers of the
device determined by transport measurement vanishes [see Fig. 2(d)].

The four measured thermoeletric coefficients are employed to
check the applicability of Mott relation56 in our FM/AFM multilayer
in a range of temperatures that includes the antiferromagnetic transi-
tion (120–300K). Pu et al. demonstrate that, under the general

FIG. 3. (a) Out-of-plane field sweep of
Hall resistivity at different temperatures.
Inset: AHE at different temperatures and
obtained with a temperature sweep at
65 T. (b) Longitudinal resistivity as a
function of out-of-plane magnetic field at
different temperatures.
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assumption of a simple power law dependence qAHE ¼ kMzqn
xx , the

Mott relation involves only these four transport coefficients38

jScalcANEj ¼
���� qAHE

qxx

p2k2B
3e

k0

k
T � ðn� 1ÞSxx

� �����; (1)

where k0=k and n are, respectively, the prefactor and exponent of
the power law ansatz, both temperature-independent. It is worth
notice that in contrast to the power law assumption, Eq. (1) does
not involve the magnetization. The magnetization is estimated by
magnetometry on a different sample with a size of three orders of
magnitude larger than the device used for transport measurements.
This would inevitably cause error in the power law analysis.
Equation (1) includes, instead, only magneto-thermal transport
coefficients determined on the same sample. In Eq. (1), we
fix n¼ 1, assuming that the AHE is dominated by the extrinsic con-
tribution (qAHE / Mzqxx) and treated k0=k as one parameter.
Figure 4(f) represents the curve calculated from Eq. (1) for
k0=k ¼ 8:96� 1018 J�1, along with the measured curve. At low and
high temperatures, the experimental data are well reproduced by
the calculated coefficient; however, a discrepancy between the two
curves arises around 150 K, where the antiferromagnetic transition
occurs, and persists even if n is varied between 1 and 2. To support
our analysis and conclusion, we also employ the four magneto-
thermal transport coefficients to estimate the anomalous Nernst
conductivity by taking advantage of the second Mott equation38

and compare the calculated curve with the Nernst conductivity

estimated as57,58 ayx ¼ ðSxxqxy þ SyxqxxÞ=ðq2
xx þ q2

xyÞ. The Mott
relation to calculate the Nernst conductivity is

jacalcyx j ¼
���� qyx

q2
xx

p2k2B
3e

k0

k
T � ðn� 2ÞSxx

� �����: (2)

In Eq. (2), we use the same set of parameters k0=k and n as in Eq.
(1). Then, we get measured and calculated Nernst conductivities over-
lapping each other, with a deviation around the blocking temperature.
These two curves are very similar to the measured and calculated
Nernst coefficients of Fig. 4(f), respectively, and are consequently not
depicted. The violation of the Mott relation might be due to enhanced
electron–magnon collisions around the blocking temperature. The
simplified Mott formula is in fact valid only if the charge carriers are
scattered dominantly by impurities and lattice defects, whereas it does
not take into account nondiffusive mechanisms, such that phonon or
magnon drag.59,60 In conclusion, we study the temperature depen-
dence of the magneto-thermal transport properties of IrMn/FeCo
exchange coupled multilayers. Systematic measurements ofM(H) hys-
teresis loops reveal that the unidirectional exchange anisotropy arising
at FeCo/IrMn interface after a field cooling leads to a robust exchange
shift and sizeable broadening in our FM/AFM stacks. This conclusion
is also supported by planar Hall measurements performed in Ta(5)/
IrMn(3)/FeCo(3). Moreover, we confirm that the blocking tempera-
ture can be tuned to be below room temperature by adjusting the
thickness of the IrMn layer, which can be influenced by grains at the
IrMn/CoFe. The four transport coefficients of longitudinal resistivity,

FIG. 4. (a) Calibration curves of the Pt thermometers vs base temperature of the cryostat. The calibration curves without heating are interpolated to extract the thermometer
temperature for a given resistance. The red and blue markers denote the resistance of Th1 (hot side) and Th2 (cold side) measured at some specific base temperatures during
homogeneous heating of the sample (ih ¼ 30 mA). Inset: Temperature gradient as a function of base temperature for ih ¼ 30mA. (b) Magnetic thermopower as a function of
the magnetic field at 300 K for different heating current amplitudes. (c) Nernst effect vs external field applied out-of-plane for different heating current amplitudes. (d)
Longitudinal and transversal voltages measured at 5 T vs thermal gradient. The dashed lines represent the fitted linear regression curves. (e) Magneto Seebeck coefficient as
a function of base temperature. (f) Measured and calculated ANE at different temperatures.
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anomalous Hall resistivity, magneto-Seebeck, and anomalous Nernst
coefficients are extracted from out-of-plane magnetic field measure-
ments. Our analysis based on the four magneto-thermal transport
coefficients reveals a deviation from the Mott relation in the vicinity of
the blocking temperature. We attribute this possible violation of the
Mott formula to the spin fluctuation at the IrMn/FeCo interface in the
vicinity of the blocking temperature.
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